SWEET PRIMAL THINGS
Opening Reception: Friday, November 15th, 6-9pm
Location 818 S Spring Street, Los Angeles

Featuring work by:
Santa Ana, Kate Barbee, Nevena Binney, Brent Estabrook,
Samantha Greenfeld, Terry Hoff, Nicholas Hunt, Samuel
Jernigan, Wyatt Mills, Mark Posey, Brian Robertson and Matthew
Ross.

James Wright Gallery is proud to announce ‘SWEET PRIMAL THINGS’ – this year end
celebration and group exhibition of work by twelve California based artists will open on
November 15th and be on view through December 21st.

SWEET PRIMAL THINGS is a cross-disciplinary exhibition comprising twelve contemporary
California-based artists’ relationships with their quotidian surroundings, explored through the
use of modern tools that become the media of the artworks. Roused by the struggle of incessant
adaptation required from all of us in order to exist in contemporary social systems, these twelve
works offer visceral responses to an inexorable daily life.

Like myriad of molecules bumping into each other, humans are trapped in a ruthless push and
pull of navigating Self and reconciling the Other while drenched by stimuli and material objects.
As molecules collide and formations are destabilized to create new bonds, so too, humans
adjust and evolve ceaselessly as an intrinsic reaction to the sweeping rhythms around us. The
structure of an image and the space in which the image presents itself are continuously and

vociferously mutating, forcing us to find new language for our modes of creation and press
deeper into the thick of epileptic unknown. SWEET PRIMAL THINGS explores the eternal
humanoid drive to adjust our methods and assert our truths.
James Wright Gallery (JWG) has expanded from Founder and Director, James Wright’s
curiosity for the growing convergence of contemporary art and culture. Since 2014, Wright has
dedicated himself to developing an internationally engaged gallery program that seeks to exhibit
the very best in emerging talent that walks the line of daring intimacy.

For general inquiries:
info@jameswrightgallery.com
+1.213.374.5959
Press Inquiries press@jameswrightgallery.com
Join the conversation by following:
@jameswrightgallery & #sweetprimalthings

Santa Ana | @santaanna
Kate Barbee | @katebarbeee
Nevena Binney | @nevena.binney
Brent Estabrook | @brentestabrook
Samantha Greenfeld | @samgreenfeld
Terry Hoff | @terry_hoff
Nicholas Hunt | @nicholasevanhunt
Samuel Jernigan | @samueljenri
Wyatt Mills | @wyatt.mills
Mark Posey | @markhposey
Brian Robertson | @brianrobertsonart
Matthew Ross | @matthewadamross
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